Dynamics of the intermolecular transfer integral in crystalline organic semiconductors.
In organic crystalline semiconductor molecular components are held together by very weak interactions and the transfer integrals between neighboring molecular orbitals are extremely sensitive to small nuclear displacements. We used a mixed quantum chemical and molecular dynamic methodology to assess the effect of nuclear dynamics on the modulation of the transfer integrals between close molecules. We have found that the fluctuations of the transfer integrals are of the same order of magnitude of their average value for pentacene and anthracene. Under these conditions the usual perturbative treatment of the electron-phonon coupling is invalid, the band description of the crystal breaks down and the charge carriers become localized. Organic crystals of pentacene and anthracene, even in the absence of defects, can be regarded as disordered media with respect to their charge transport properties. These results suggest that the dynamic electronic disorder can be the factor limiting the charge mobility in crystalline organic semiconductors.